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Belated thanks…

S

ince Covid reared its ugly head, the
Hilltop News team has been unable
to invite advertisers, contributors
and distributors to its regular drinks-andcanapes evening as a way of showing
appreciation for keeping the magazine
going.
Fingers crossed, we are hoping that this
spring we can all meet up and celebrate
again. Friday 25 March is the date planned
at Cholesbury Village Hall from 7 – 9pm.
You are all invited to join us and we very
much look forward to seeing you.
Our advertisers’ support enables us to
deliver Hilltop News to over 600 households
in the Hilltop Villages free of charge.
Our contributors provide the stories and
reports, without which there would be little
to read. And our distributors voluntarily
deliver to your homes, six times a year.
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS
The British Empire Medal (BEM) is awarded
for ‘hands-on’ service to a local community.
In the New Year’s Honours List, Chris Brown
has been awarded the medal for ‘services
to Cholesbury-cum-St Leonards, particularly
during Covid-19’. The award will be
presented to Chris by the Lord Lieutenant
of Bucks, The Baroness Howe.
On receiving the notification Chris said,
“I was truly surprised and overwhelmed and
I want to thank all those who kindly got in
touch to congratulate me”.
Chris has been a local councillor since
1999 and is currently Chairman of our
Parish Council.

Front cover Winter sunset over the Hilltops.
Thanks to David Dennis for another of his
captivating photos.
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A friendly welcome awaits visitors to the
Chiltern Velo

CLAIRE COX
It was with great sadness that we learnt
of the death of Claire Cox on New
Year’s Eve. Claire was well-known in the
villages, particularly as leader of the
Little Bears nursery in St Leonards. She
was responsible for starting so many
children on their path to learning. Claire
will be hugely missed.
Also in this issue
• Local café and bike shop thriving
• Echor Music – one year on
• Knitting helps the community
• In his Nature Notes, Chris Brown looks at
early flowering plants and their reliance
on bees
• It’s the season for pancakes – our
Curvaceous Cook serves her ‘best ever’
recipe
Plus all the news from our churches, school,
pubs, clubs, councils and societies.
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THE PARISH COUNCIL
The Queen’s Platinum Jubilee
During 2022 there will be year-long
Platinum Jubilee celebrations throughout
the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth
and around the world as communities come
together to celebrate The Queen’s historic
reign. More information can be found
through the link: https://www.royal.uk/
platinum-jubilee-central-weekend.
The Parish Council would be interested
to hear from any groups/businesses/
organisations that are planning events
for the Jubilee as some support may be
available.
The Queen’s Green Canopy
The Queen’s Green Canopy (QGC) is a
unique tree planting initiative created to
mark Her Majesty’s Platinum Jubilee and
which invites people from across the United
Kingdom to ‘Plant a Tree for the Jubilee’.
More information can be found at www.
queensgreencanopy.org.
Vacancies on the Parish Council
We are actively seeking members of the
community to join the parish council.
Could you volunteer some time, energy
and expertise to find practical solutions
and get things done for your community?
Parish councillors represent residents’
views and press for improvements to
Buckinghamshire Council’s services,
such as roads, planning decisions and
enforcement, refuse collection and
protection of our environment. Meetings
are also held with police, health and fire
services and voluntary organisations. If you
are interested, please contact the Parish
Clerk or come along to the Parish Council
meeting.
Fix My Street
With winter very definitely in full swing,
roads can often start to deteriorate due to
water and frost. Residents are encouraged
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to report problems in the parish on a street/
road and track the progress of the reported
issue. Issues such as potholes, fly-tipping,
graffiti, waste bin issues, broken paving
slabs or street lighting can all be reported
via the website link https:// fixmystreet.
buckscc.gov.uk/. To report a problem
through the site, enter a nearby UK
postcode, or street name and area, then…
1. Locate the problem on a map of the area
2. Enter details of the problem
3. Send it to the council
Meetings
The Parish Council will continue to hold
meetings virtually for the foreseeable
future and have moved the start time to
6pm. Below you will find the next meetings
dates. If you would like to attend a
meeting, please contact the clerk and a link
to join will be sent to you.
• Monday 28 February 2022
• Monday 28 March 2022
Hayley Farrelly, Parish Clerk, 07704-909324
Email: parishclerk.ccslpc@gmail.com

Your Parish Councillors are:
Chris Brown (Chairman) -758890
Bill Ingram (Vice-Chairman) -758258
Philip Matthews - 758205
Graham Kersting - 758319
Buckinghamshire Councillors:
Patricia Birchley - 07714 704017
Jane MacBean - 07812 177794
Mohammad Fayyaz – 0777 202 7829
Buckinghamshire Council:
Contact number: 0300 131 6000
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THE COUNTY COUNCIL
The New Year is a
good time to look
forward, and whilst
we face uncertainty
over Covid, we must
plan for the future
and make the most
of the year ahead.
Students taking
exams this summer
wait to see if they will go ahead and, as
Chairman of the Children’s & Education
Scrutiny Committee, I wrote to Rt Hon
Nadhim Zahawi MP in November asking
for confirmation. Our results last year in
Buckinghamshire enabled many young
people to achieve the university or job
of their choice and we are working hard
to ensure that all children with special
educational needs achieve their full
potential.

O

n 5 March the Buckinghamshire
Employment Fair will be held at
the Elgiva Theatre in Chesham.
Many large companies have signed up and
it is part of a strategy of creating new jobs
locally. It will be an excellent opportunity
for job seekers to come along and meet
prospective employers from Bucks and the
surrounding counties. Pinewood Studios,
Silverstone Technology Park, Waitrose
and Asda are among a large number of
potential employers attending. It will be
widely advertised and is free to attend.
The Council Cabinet has approved the
budget and spending plans for 2022/23
and it goes without saying that Covid
has created extra demand on our services
at a time when councils are already
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experiencing major financial pressures.
Bucks has a strong reputation as a
financially prudent council and we are
much better placed than many other local
authorities. Taking into account feedback
from our budget consultation, we will
invest more than £100 million in our roads
and pavement programme over the next
four years and nearly £120 million will be
spent on strategic highway improvements,
including flood prevention. In 2022/23 we
will clean out 85,000 gullies to prevent
flooding and improve the environment.
We have a budget that proposes
spending money on what matters most to
our residents and we are conscious that we
are spending your money – on your behalf.
This sometimes makes decisions difficult
and we have decided to dip into our
General Fund Reserves to use £1.36 million
on a one-off basis rather than cut our
services. The council is proposing a general
increase in Council Tax of 1.99% to cover
inflation (currently 5%) plus an increase
of 2% solely to cover the large increase
in social care costs. Social care alone is
predicted to cost the council £300 million
in 2022/23 even though 65% of our adults
fund their own care. The budget will next
go to public scrutiny and then to council for
approval on 23 February.
Cllr Jane MacBean and I have written
objecting to Planning Application
PL/21/4528/FA for a Telecom tower and
ancillary equipment at Cholesbury Reservoir
in Jenkins Lane. I listened to your comments
at the meeting held by the Parish Council
and it was obvious that the vast majority
present were against this intrusive
development in the Chilterns AONB.
Please let me know if I can raise your
concerns with officers at County Hall.
Cllr Patricia Birchley, Chiltern Ridges
Division, Buckinghamshire Council. Patricia.
Birchley@buckinghamshire.gov.uk
07714 704017
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HAWRIDGE AND CHOLESBURY C OF E SCHOOL

What’s new for 2022? Well, despite
Decepticon leader Megatron’s younger,
pettier brother Omicron’s best efforts – the
kids went back to school. Aside from that,
it’s a slow news week. So, I’d like to take
this opportunity to repeat an appeal to the
community.

I

n my last article, I mentioned that the
school has been offered two buildings
that would provide much needed extra
space. But how to get the buildings from
where they are to where they need to be?
That’s where you come in. Anyone who
can help with gaining planning, moving
a building or ground works, please get in
touch. Perhaps you are a builder or building
enthusiast willing and able to dismantle,
transport and rebuild the shelter, or provide
manpower to support this endeavour?
Here’s a reminder of some of what the
school went through to raise funds. It’s
autumn/winter 2020. The pandemic is in full
swing. There’s no such thing as vaccines and
boosters - except perhaps in the mind of a
white-coated, plastic-begoggled, pipettewielding scientist tucked away in a mirrorglass and steel building on an industrial
estate between Oxford and Bicester. It’s the
wrong season to hold a fundraising event
outside. And you can’t hold a fundraising
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event indoors (although it turns out you
can have parties in Downing Street).
So, how’s a school to raise money? Walk
and swim to Bethlehem to see baby Jesus,
of course. Easy – a couple of dog walks
per family and job done. But the woods
are horrible. With every step mud oozes
around your boots, threatening to suck
you deep into the bowels of the Chiltern
clay, where you’ll be perfectly preserved for
some future archaeologist to muse about
how the musculature of early 21st century
humans was so shortened it can only have
been useful for sitting. Then there was the
swimming. A drive to Chesham in the dark,
donning public pants beside the open-air
pool and plunging into chilly water for half
an hour of heart-threatening lengths. Then,
all shrivelled and goose-bumped, changing
al fresco as quickly as possible to avoid
becoming perfectly preserved as blocks of
ice – like Han Solo in Empire Strikes Back
(yes - Han was frozen in carbonite) - for
some future scientist to ask, ‘why would
anyone swim at night if their survival didn’t
depend on it?’
As a collective, the school made it to
Bethlehem - albeit 2000 years after Jesus
was born. And all this lockdown lunacy
raised £12,000. Although it falls short of
the cost of the intended building, the
school has been offered alternatives. A
rather splendid Humanitarian Shelter made
from a variety of woods and textures,
which is assembled from flatpack (read the
instructions, guys). And a ‘posh portacabin’
– portacabin but clad in attractive timber
with large picture windows.
So, please contact the school if you can
help with planning applications, building
and haulage. And/or if you are able to get
stuck into some manual labour on site –
office@hcschool.uk or call 01494 758368.
Rob Scott
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Ann Buckley
Bespoke Floral Designs
Flowers for all occasions
01442 890184
07909 542149
annmalvern@sky.com
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CHOLESBURY CUM ST LEONARDS HORT SOC

M

any wet autumn
months have gone
by with only a few
beautiful frosty days and
briefly some snow. So now we
have to take stock of plants
which may have suffered and
may need pruning back again.
If you have left perennials to
seed for the birds to enjoy, these
need cutting down. Penstemons
kept producing a few flowers
right up until Christmas and will
need
cutting back for the new shoots to appear.
Roses also may need a second pruning as,
with the milder autumn, some may have
produced late flowers. Most roses will repay
you with better and stronger growth in
Spring.
The vegetable garden needs to be
weeded and forked over as the soil
becomes very impacted with these wet
winters. I dig a trench now for runner
beans and fill with manure/compost and
cover. I also dig a few large holes to fill with
manure ready to plant sweet peas in late
March with a circle of canes or hazel poles
for support. There is still time to sow sweet
peas, which I germinate in the house and
then move to greenhouse or cold frame.
Pinch out the tops to make bushy plants
before planting out.

Look out for seed potatoes in the garden
centres and set them in eggs boxes to
sprout in the greenhouse before planting
out. Earth up to cover shoots until risk of
frost is over. If you have room to grow a
few rows of potatoes it is a good way to
break up soil. Your own homegrown salad
potatoes are especially delicious cooked
with a little mint.
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If you grow raspberries,
the summer fruiting canes
need to be tied in and
top prune the top growth
to a uniform height. The
autumn fruiting canes need
to be cut back to about
10” and mulch well with
manure or compost.
The belated AGM was held on
Saturday 15 January at St.Leonards
Parish Hall. After a quick AGM, a hot supper
was served and followed by a Quiz and
Raffle. Everyone enjoyed getting together
again and we were very grateful for all the
help from members clearing up the hall at
the end of the evening.
The Committee are meeting shortly to
plan for events/outings for the year. Our
Secretary, Diana Garner, will once again
be opening her garden for the NGS. Her
garden is particularly good in Spring with
many bulbs and flowering shrubs, especially
some beautiful camellias. Bring your friends
to enjoy the garden and then teas served by
the committee. The garden can be booked
by arrangement with Diana from 10 March
to 31 July when it will be open between
11-2pm.
So, we wish you good gardening in 2022.
Remember the Show Schedule is available
to print off via our website.
Liz Firth
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LOCAL HISTORY
GROUP
This season’s programme
of talks continues in
February. For the time
being all meetings will
continue to take place by
video conference.
On Friday, 4th February at 7.30pm the
talk is… Treasures from the social history
collection. Our speaker is Will Phillips,
who is a curator at the Buckinghamshire
County Museum. He returns following an
enthralling talk last season on the life of
Arthur Liberty.

Looking ahead, the talk on Friday, 1st
April is… Beacons of the past: investigating
a prehistoric Chilterns landscape. Our
speaker is Dr Wendy Morrison, Project
Manager at the Chilterns Conservation
Board.
The subscription for membership of
the Local History Group, for which you can
attend all our meetings and receive the
annual Newsletter, is £10. To attend an
individual meeting the entrance fee is £4.
To attend any of these meetings and for
further information, please contact Richard
Leat on 01494 758784 or email: leatrj@
yahoo.co.uk
Chris Brown

On Friday, 4th March at 7.30pm the
talk is… Arts and Crafts architecture
in Chesham Bois and Amersham …The
role of the Matthews family of builders
and brickmakers. Our speaker is Alison
Bailey, who is a local historian, resident of
Chesham Bois and volunteer at Amersham
Museum.
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY COMMONS
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
AGM
At the AGM held in early December the
Committee was elected unchanged…
Mark Hobbs, Chairman - mark@
kendrickhobbs.co.uk (01494 758505, 07812
074219).
Lindsay Griffin, Vice Chairman lindsaygriffin@yahoo.co.uk (758440).
Philip Prettejohn, Treasurer - treasurer.
hccps@gmail.com
David Dennis, Minutes Secretary.
Committee members: Nick Brown, John
Caple, Isobel Clark, Sarah Higgins, Janet
Hopkinson, Rebecca Walton, Tim Watts.
The Draft Minutes - Chairman’s Report
and Treasurer’s Report and the annual
accounts are now on our website
hawridgeandcholesburycommons.org
The resolution to change the rules to
enable us to hold our AGM in spring in the
future received unanimous support. The
weather conditions that evening provided a
perfect demonstration as to why we wished
to make the change: there was a poor turn
out and many people were also ill.
Owls
After the business matters had been
completed the meeting was treated to
a little video which demonstrates some
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of our work with Bucks Owl and Raptor
Group (BORG) since 2013. This shows
footage of the successful ringing of some
young tawny owls from the box roughly
opposite the school and some barn owls on
Christine’s farmland. We are very grateful
to Michelle Storm for putting our material
together. We are currently making some
final adjustments to the video and hope to
have it on the website as soon as possible. I
do hope that you will have a look. Christine
and I have been really privileged to see the
work that Lynne Lambert and her team
do as volunteers under licence from the
British Trust for Ornithology and it is really
encouraging and uplifting to see what goes
on behind the scenes on the Commons and
nearby on Christine’s farmland. We hope
to share the video with the school children
and BORG plan to use it too. We also hope
that this will be the first of several short
videos which will feature our work with
other groups and individuals.
Tree felling
You will no doubt have seen that some
tree felling has already taken place near
to Post Office Cottages, along the main
Chesham and Cholesbury to Wigginton
Roads, down Stoney and Pound Lanes and
on the Parson’s Path, Hawridge. These were
mainly ash trees which John Morris, who
advises Christine, had identified as suffering
from ash dieback and which were potential
hazards. The only other was the enormous
beech tree roughly opposite Box Tree
Cottage, Hawridge. Sadly, it was one of 40
veteran trees identified on the Commons in
2012. It had lost an enormous limb in the
autumn and because of its proximity to the
top ride also presented a possible hazard.
There was rot throughout the trunk of the
tree. According to Rod Griffin, most if not
all old trees will have some (rot) to varying
degrees - fungi get in either through the
roots, in which case they will probably
die, or less immediately seriously through
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broken branch stubs which in turn increases
the chance of breakage in the wind.
We believe that the stand of beeches
along the ride to Stoney Lane and those
at the Iron Age Fort may have been
planted in Victorian times when there
were many plantings in similar places of
historic interest or to enhance views. The
base where it was cut was 163 centimetres
(5ft 4inches) in diameter. We had hoped
to count the rings to establish how old
our beech was but this is proving difficult
because of the rot. Whilst grazing was
occurring there would have been few other
trees on our Commons and most of our
current woodland has simply regenerated
naturally.
We have been asked whether we plan
to plant trees to replace those lost. For
now, we have been advised by the Forestry
Commission not to do so but to see what
regenerates naturally. In his nature notes in
the Times, Jonathan Tulloch points out that
‘there is no need to plant trees; they plant
themselves. We just have to give them the
space they need….. Ten undisturbed years
will transform even a car park into a young
woodland glade. This kind of tree planting
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happens when we allow the natural
foresters to do their work: the wind spreads
light seeds while wood mice, squirrels and
jays bury the heavier ones. A single jay can
cache 3,000 acorns annually. The jay will
eat some; many will germinate. When you
hear a jay, you are hearing an oakwood in
waiting.’
Meanwhile, John Morris will advise on
further felling work necessary and Pete
Leybourne and his tree fellers will be
back within the next few weeks. We are
pleased to see that they continue to work
very quickly and efficiently and to clear up
afterwards. Wherever possible Christine will
try to leave ash trees where they do not
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pose a significant threat in the hopes that
some will survive. Some isolated trees do
not appear to be affected.
Moths
David Dennis and Peter Bygate continue
to survey moths on the Commons. You
may be relieved to hear that there is an
early sign of spring at least in the moth
world with the trapping of a spring usher
though David says, ‘it is a minor triumph of
enthusiasm over common sense’!
The total of 309 macro moth species still
stands but there are potentially many more
micro moth species on the Commons. They
vary between about 3 and 10mm in length.
Undaunted by the difficulties in identifying
such small creatures, David, Christine and
Peter have, with expert help, identified
about a dozen different species so far.
Another minor triumph of enthusiasm?
Lichens
Isobel continues to record lichen species
found here and has similar problems in
identifying these species which are also
tiny and can look very different in different
places… ‘The widest variation that had
the experts scratching their heads was one

which is normally yellow but mine was grey
when dry and green when wet. I found the
grey/green one whereas the other is more
common. I have yet to find someone who
has seen one like mine. It was on a cherry
tree which fell across Parson’s Path last year.
There’s the edge of a 10p coin in the photo
to give some idea of scale.’
We are fortunate to have local people
who are willing to spend time and expertise
in studying the small things on our
Commons. The importance of these species
should not be underestimated.
DofEs
Toby Grief-King, one of our DofE
candidates, has been monitoring our trail
camera in the hope that we might have
another sighting of the polecat seen earlier
in Hawridge Vale. So far, there has been
plenty of evidence of badgers and squirrels
but no polecat! Toby also helped John
Kilpatrick erect bat boxes opposite the
school and has topped up the bug hotel.
Later this month we hope to transplant
more of the very simplest snowdrops onto
the Commons. Snowdrops are thought to
have been introduced to this country in the
16th century but have become naturalised
in many woodland settings since the late
18th century. Those transplanted last year
will enhance our memorial benches again
year after year.
If you are considering putting up bird
boxes they should be erected by February
so that the birds which are looking for
suitable sites have the opportunity to check
them out early. They should not face south
in case the weather gets hot. The parents
can keep the young birds warm but cannot
cool them off.
Calendar/card/cake/Dundridge book sales
Thank you to all who bought any of these
or supported us in their production or sales
in any way. The revenue raised has again
meant that we did not need to raise our
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subscriptions for this year, which remain
£10 per individual or £20 for a couple,
which also includes children. If you would
like cards (5 for £5), fruit cake (£15), or the
excellent story of Dundridge Manor by
Katharine Dallas and the late Gordon Kew
(£15), please contact lindsaygriffin@yahoo.
co.uk (758440).
Membership subscriptions
Although the AGM date will change, the
financial year will still end in October and
subscriptions are due from the beginning
of November. We are very grateful to all
those of you who choose to pay by PayPal
or by Direct Debit. It is easy to pay by either
of these methods on our website www.
hawridgeandcholesburycommons.org under
HCCPS Membership. Alternatively, you can
pay by Bank Transfer: Account Number:
50458015 Sort Code: 20-02-06 Reference:
Subs + Payer’s name. Cash or Cheques (made
payable to HCCPS) may be sent to Philip
Prettejohn, Barncroft, Vale Farm, Hawridge,
Chesham HP5 2UG.
Lindsay Griffin
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CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST
LEONARDS W.I.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH

Well, it’s a case of Deja Vu isn’t it? At this

s the new
Neighbourhood
coordinator, I am
hoping to liaise over the
next few weeks with NHW
Area representative to see how I can share
information with local residents concerning
home security and personal safety. In the
meantime, please remain vigilant and
report any suspicious activity as soon as you
can (101 or 999 if urgent).
As the days are still relatively short it is
worthwhile considering timer lights if you
are to be away from your home and ensure
that doors and windows are secured.
Motion detectors and home surveillance
cameras are now quite affordable and can
offer some peace of mind. Stay safe.
For the past 40 years, we (The
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme) have
supported and enabled individuals and
communities to be connected, active
and safe. We have grown in strength
since the first UK scheme was established in
Mollington, Cheshire, in 1982, to the largest
UK crime prevention charity that we are
today. In recognition of this milestone and
to celebrate our rich history, we are thrilled
to launch a special-edition logo to be used
throughout 2022.
It’s a new year and a new logo but the
same Neighbourhood Watch.

time last year we were hoping to have a
full year of meetings and speakers together
in the hall and here we are hoping for the
same thing!

O

ur Christmas meeting did not
work out quite as planned as our
magician did not feel he could quite
do justice to his show with only a dozen
in the audience to be baffled and amazed
– however, mince pies and mulled wine,
socially distanced and for the most part
wearing masks, at least gave some of us a
chance to exchange Christmas greetings.
In January, David Dennis came to talk
to us on Antarctic landscapes and wildlife
and showed us some of his wonderful
photographs. On 21 February Cate Bowley
is due to talk on her experience from a Jet
Engine to a Landscape. Sounds intriguing?
We welcome visitors along to find out.
On 21 March we would be equally
pleased to welcome visitors to hear Michael
Phillips talk about his work as a tour guide
to the Normandy beaches.
Our meetings begin at 7.30 in St
Leonards Parish Hall and it will only cost
50p for a cup of coffee. We are a friendly
lot and would be pleased to see you. All of
these meetings of course will be subject to
Government rules so keep an eye out for
Boris’s announcements and we hope to be
able to see members and visitors alike.

A

Erin Thwaites (758079)

Hilary Sheppard
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY
CRICKET CLUB
One of the strangest developments for all of us who played
through the Covid seasons was the demise of the cricket tea.

C

ricket is probably unique as a
mainstream sport as it actually
legislates for an organised meal
break – or two in the first-class game. The
words ‘lunch’ and ‘tea’ are as easily familiar
to people who listen to cricket commentary
as ‘deep long on’ and ‘backward square’.
The meals have even become part of the
sport’s strategy. “If this pair can make it
through to tea, I think they’ve got a chance
of saving the game.”
But when Covid came, the amateur
cricket tea stopped: for obvious reasons.
The sort of conversation that used to go:
“yes, I’ll be available to play at (insert
village name) – they do a great tea there,”
stopped too. No longer would players
weave through pavilions in their socks
with a piled-high plate coming back for
thirds of Battenberg cake and another egg
sandwich.
As a player, I’ve always had mixed
feelings about the cricket tea. It wasn’t
really the right time of day for me to have
a substantial meal. Eating between bouts
of physical exertion left me feeling a bit
queasy and, let’s be honest, at some of the
places we’ve all played cricket (Hawridge
excepted of course), the teas were actually
pretty rubbish. But at other grounds, the
grub has always been exceptional – not
least at Lord’s - the game’s HQ in London.
For many years, the lunches and teas
provided to Middlesex County Cricket Club
and their opponents were made by the
fearsome Nancy Doyle. She was pushing
the trolley and boiling the urn from the
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mid-1960s and didn’t retire until the 1990s.
All the famous cricketers of the time passed
along her corridor, but she didn’t take any
nonsense - even from captains of England.
When Mike Brearley was skipper of
Middlesex, he was concerned about
the players not being in the greatest of
shape, so he gently enquired of Nancy
one day during a break in play if a soup,
starter, roast lamb and potatoes, chips and
vegetables, dessert, (with ice cream, custard
or cream) followed by a cheeseboard, was
really the best way to get his players in
top condition for an afternoon session of
professional sport.
“I tell you what Michael,” replied Nancy,
who had been taught how to boil and
bake by the nuns of Mallingar in County
Westmeath, “I won’t tell you how to bat
if you don’t tell me how to feckin’ cook,
alright?”
The menu for the Middlesex boys
remained unchanged.
And so for the past two seasons, the
players of Hawridge have brought their
own teas to matches. They might turn
up with a banana and a packet of crisps
jammed in their pocket, or they may pop
the lids on several plastic boxes of carefully
prepared delicacies. Some run across
the road or jump in their car asking for
directions to the nearest Tesco Express.
A few weeks ago, at the AGM of the
league to which we are affiliated, it
was decided that clubs did not have an
obligation to provide teas any longer on a
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Saturday. It was certainly a moment where
one of cricket’s most recognisable traditions
took a new course. Some people reading
this may be aghast at the loss of the cricket
tea, but the game is very different from
the one which I watched as a kid, where
there seemed to be an unending army of
volunteers (let’s be honest – the players’
wives, mums or girlfriends) who were
persuaded to spend the weekend buttering
towers of Mother’s Pride for the greater
good. I certainly remember the odd tense
moment in my house where late on a
Friday night, 48 butterfly cakes had to be
conjured from the oven because my father
had neglected to read the club tea rota
properly.
The other, less considered, factor is that
providing a cricket tea to 25 people actually
costs the club money. For a small club such
as ours, the difference in the bank account
over the past two tea-less years has been
noticeable.
But cricket teas in our pavilion are
not going to disappear completely. It’s
likely that on a Saturday, our players will
bring their own food, but for our friendly
fixtures on a Sunday, which come under
the category of “I’ll definitely play at
Hawridge, they serve up a great tea there”,
the sandwiches and cakes and scones will
continue. The sight of our players seeking
shade on the boundary edge, regretting
that third slice of cake, will carry on for a
while yet.

The ever-popular ‘climbing tree’ just off the
boundary at our cricket ground looks less
enticing to our youngsters in winter. Roll on
spring!

Simon Lister
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Knitting for the community

W

e are very grateful to many
people in the Hilltop (and
surrounding) villages, who have
kindly been helping us with this project.
Last November three of us delivered 197
lap blankets to ‘Small Acts of Kindness’ in
Watford for their Christmas and winter
warmer packs and we hope to deliver a
good number again this Autumn. We have
also received crocheted squares. Over 950
blankets/lap blankets have so far been
produced to help vulnerable individuals.
The project has also helped volunteers,
some of whom need to keep their hands
active for medical reasons. We also have a
lady who is registered blind as well as an
ex-smoker, and a number who particularly
enjoy knitting during the winter months
when the days are so short. The number
of squares donated is over 55,000, which is
frankly incredible.
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If anyone would like to knit or crochet
squares for us we have volunteers who are
happy to sew the squares into lap blankets
or full blankets. We are 100% volunteer run
and we are very grateful to everyone who
has supported this initiative, which began
almost two years ago. If you can help in any
way, please email me at Liz@lizgreen.co.uk
Liz Green
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From Revd. Chris Haywood…

We’re now well into 2022 but let me take this opportunity
to formally wish you all a Happy New Year and express my
wish that, as we look forward to the year ahead, it’s full of
hope and expectation.

I

also trust that Christmas was as joyous
a season as it was possible to be this
year and wasn’t too impacted by
Omicron anxieties. Taking my lead from
Bishop Stephen, the Bishop of Oxford,
who exhorted the church to ‘go for it’, I
advocated very much to go ahead with
as full a church service programme as we
could, with appropriate and proportionate
measures in place. It was my view that we
should give the opportunity to attend a
range of Christmas Church Services and
allow people to assess the risk themselves
regarding attendance. Certainly, some
were cautious (with good cause) whilst
others were keen to attend and worship.
There were mixed views but I felt that
given the choice between being dammed
if we do and damned if we don’t, I’d
rather be damned if we do, so to speak!
We were pleased so many joined us to
worship and engage in the services, helping
make Christmas a special time of hope
and wonder. The theme was ‘come and
investigate’, as the Shepherds and Wise
Men did, and we were encouraged that
many did just that. I believe the Christmas
story is a message of hope that merits such
enquiry.
Our thoughts are now quickly turning
to Easter and preparing ourselves to
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celebrate this festival through Lent. With
this in mind, we are looking to join in the
Oxford Diocese ‘Come and See’ agenda
for Lent – continuing our enquiry theme.
If you’d like to join in and receive the
resources to support you on your journey
through Lent towards Easter, exploring
what the Christian faith is all about and
the significance of Jesus’ death on the
cross and resurrection for your own life,
do let me know and I’ll ensure you receive
the materials to support your journey of
discovery. We are also planning on running
a weekly Lent course, where we will gather
in people’s homes to explore together
the Christian faith and how we live it out,
encouraging each other in our enquiry,
learning and its application. Groups will
be weekly through Lent, starting the
week beginning 13 February. Groups can
be arranged to fit your circumstances.
We will incorporate Shrove Tuesday and
Ash Wednesday (a service of reflection on
things we regret) into the schedule.
If you’d like to join a group do let me
know - rev.chrishaywood@btinternet.com /
01494 837566.
With best wishes from Georgie and me
for 2022, hoping very much it’s a year of
new beginnings and discovery.
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Rota for March services will be sent o
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out on Grapevine as soon as possible
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FROM THE REGISTERS
HAWRIDGE
Burial of Ashes
7 October 2021 - Ronald Mervyn How

CHURCH MATTERS
HAWRIDGE

S

t Mary’s was
delighted to host
the Remembrance
Sunday service for our
benefice (comprising the
three parishes of St Leonards, Cholesbury
and Hawridge) on 14 November. There was
a congregation of 37 which included our
Councillor, Patricia Birchley, and two families
(including four children) from Hawridge and
Cholesbury School, which had supplied a
wreath for the service composed of specially
made felt poppies. The Bible readings
were by Liz Green (Cholesbury) and the
intercessions were led by Giles Pemberton (St
Leonards). The celebrant at the service was
the Parish Development Adviser from the
Diocese Rev Gill Lovell, who being slightly
ahead of time before 11am for the silence,
read some poems before all heard (via Radio
4) the chimes of Big Ben, the silence and
the Last Post. In the Act of Remembrance
that followed, the names commemorated
on memorials at the three Churches were
respectively read by Elizabeth Tomlin
(Hawridge), John Farmer (Cholesbury) and
Nick Butterworth (St Leonards). Wreaths
were laid at the altar for the Churches and
the School and the Council’s wreath was laid
under the memorial in Hawridge Church.
The first Christmas activity of Hawridge
Church was at The Full Moon. Carol
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singing took place in the marquee on
Tuesday 21 December (with all present
staying throughout) and the Parish thanks
Philip Matthews for allowing this to take
place and for joining in the singing. The
Rector and Georgie Haywood also joined
the fun. Sue and Clive Carey both sang
solos and provided accordion and guitar
accompaniment. A collection was taken for
Save the Children raising over £75.
It is pleasing to report that the Christmas
Eve carol service took place this year (after
cancellation last year) with the Rector
presiding from the pulpit over the 47
present (including a number of children).
This is, of course, a greatly reduced number
from the over 100 attending in pre-Covid
times but precautions (ie distancing, no
refreshments) remained sensible and
masks were worn throughout, including
for the singing. A more modest number of
congregants then gathered at the Church on
Christmas Morning for a communion service.
The Church was cleaned and beautifully
decorated for Christmas. This is to be
expected, you might think, but it may
be overlooked that regular cleaning of
the Church is even more important as a
precaution against transmission in the
present pandemic. The Parish owes its thanks
to all the volunteers who helped clean the
Church for Christmas (as well, of course,
to all who join in the cleaning throughout
the year). Similarly, the Parish thanks all
who, again at Christmas and throughout
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the year, decorate the Church with flowers
appropriate to the season and the Church
calendar.
The Parish is sad to record the deaths
of two who frequently attended services
at Hawridge. Stan Seal, brother-in-law of
Margaret and Joan Walton, died after a
long illness and was cremated at Amersham
on 11 December. The year then ended with
the news of the death, on New Year’s Eve,
of Claire Cox who was leader of the Little
Bears Nursery in St Leonards. We send
our sympathies and condolences to their
families.
By 30 January, St Mary’s will have
hosted the United Parish Communion for
Candlemas. With Chris Haywood by then
in our Parishes as Minister for nearly a year,
the work of rebuilding the life of St Mary’s

will be well underway. Let us all hope that
soon in 2022 the medical situation will be
much less of a factor in our lives, not least to
enable this rebuilding of all our Parishes to
be consolidated and expanded. Sadly, even
as we hope that the virus will soon be in
retreat, the spectre of an increasing cost of
living threatens us all in 2022 and perhaps
beyond. St Mary’s will not be immune to
these pressures and we continue to be very
grateful to our existing supporters. Any
further financial support, whether from
existing or new supporters and whether
to the Church directly or to the Friends of
Hawridge Church, is always welcomed and
hugely appreciated.
Contact may always be made with St Mary’s
via the Hon Secretary of the PCC, Tim Watts
(758040 or timwatts178@btinternet.com).

CHOLESBURY

restrictions, ensuring good air circulation
but not enough to blow out the lovely
display of candles. Our promised mulled
wine and mince pies were served outdoors
and we are grateful to Maggie Carruthers
for her hard work. The numbers attending
were down and the congregation was
‘Covid lite’ so the collection was reduced
but we were still able to donate £100 to
PACT, our children’s charity. Thank you to
those who contributed.
Cholesbury have three organists
who have played for us since the church
reopened. Martin Paxton and Richard
Charles both played at the different services
and Elizabeth Tomlin has joined us when
not otherwise committed. I wish to thank
all three for their continuing support as
they make a real difference to our worship.
We have regular hymns that are known
to the congregation but our organists
happily lead us in the occasional new tune.
Our services start and end with the organ
playing, which creates an atmosphere to
help us focus our thoughts.

S

unday 19
December was
a busy day
because the Parishes’
diary arrangements
gave us two services
on one day. In the
morning we shared Parish Communion
for the fourth Sunday of Advent and
completed our journey of preparation for
Christmas.
In the evening we held our Candlelit
Carol Service when the Carols and Readings
brought us to the events of the first
Christmas Day. The Carols were well chosen
and Martin Paxton provided fine organ
accompaniment. We were pleased and
grateful that Georgie Haywood read one
of the lessons as several regular Cholesbury
readers did not want to risk possible Covid
exposure so close to Christmas Day and
family gatherings. Chris studied the Covid
rules and had to conform carefully to
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ST LEONARDS

I

t was with
enormous sadness
we learned of
the death of Claire
Cox on New Year’s Eve.
Claire, who worshipped regularly with her
husband Charles, was known throughout
the villages and well beyond as the leader
of Little Bears. Offering kindness, tact and a
great knowledge of her subject, Claire was
responsible for starting so many children on
their path to learning.
As leader of the pre-school, Claire had
brought Little Bears to church at Easter,
Harvest and Christmas since 2004 and
we always welcomed them with Charlie
(the puppet) who inevitably hid before
the service and with juice and biscuits
afterwards in the church room. Parents,
grandparents and carers gave great support
on these occasions and were always
particularly welcome.
Claire made a vital contribution to those
she had in her care and will be hugely
missed. We hold Charles and their sons
Stephen and Adam in our prayers and
thoughts.
At Christmas, St Leonards was decorated
as usual with the windows full of greenery,
candles and finally on Christmas Eve, white
lilies. As always, the crib scene with its
age-old figures of the crib with Mary and
Joseph, the Kings and the animals re-told
the Christmas story. Our continued thanks
to all those who so loyally and expertly
decorate the church, not just for festivals
but all year round.
Our Christmas Services started on
Saturday 18 December with open-air
carols arranged entirely by Robert and
Alanah – to whom we are hugely grateful.
Encouraged by the fact that we were free
to worship outside, more than 70 people
came – many of whom we didn’t even
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recognise! Several of the congregation said
they had never had the Christmas story
explained so well. The organ, played by
Richard, was relayed outside and service
sheets were available. Each group or family
had a marked spot on which to stand.
This took considerable organisation and
was prefaced by a tree which lit up the
churchyard throughout the Christmas
period. It was a lovely start to Christmas
with mulled wine making up for the rather
cold air!
Chris took the Midnight Service – so
important to many people – and Michael
led the Family Service the following
morning. There were over 40 in the
congregation and Alice Baddon played two
beautiful pieces on her flute – a wonderful
start to a wonderful day!
Sadly, yet again the Christmas Hilltop
Tea had to be cancelled - hopefully this year
will be better!
We next meet for tea on Wednesday
23 February and again on Wednesday 23
March. Do join us if you can – we are very
happy to collect you and take you home
afterwards. A Grapevine reminder will
appear nearer the time.
Breakfast continues as ever and the
next Breakfast Services will be on Sunday
27 February and Sunday 27 March, which
coincides with Mothering Sunday. Please
watch Grapevine for details. We would love
to see you for Breakfast at 9am followed
by a short lay-led service in church at 9.30 you can be home just after 10!

Joan Taylor, formerly of Franklands, St
Leonards very sadly passed away on 24
November, aged 98. A truly delightful
and compassionate woman she will be
hugely missed by her family and all who
knew her.
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HILLTOP NEWS NATURE NOTES

The bee’s knees
Writing this on the coldest day so far of 2022, thoughts stray to what warmer days feel
like. Most memorable are those days of the late winter with the surprise and perhaps even
some joy from the benefit of the sun’s radiation on these Chiltern Hills.

O

ne of the first of the few early
blooms is the lesser celandine,
which thrives in the shady places
of damp meadows, woods and hedgerow
verges. As first reported by the naturalist
Gilbert White, it is one of the first flowers
of the year which he recorded as appearing
annually on or about 21 February, a date
still relevant in lowland areas today. As
William Wordsworth wrote in one of his
three verses on the flower…
There is a flower, the Lesser celandine
That shrinks, like many more, from the cold
and rain
And, the first moment that the sun may shine
Bright as the sun itself, ‘tis out again!

So besotted was Wordsworth with
the flower that he let it be known that
he wanted a carving included on his
monument in Grasmere. Sadly, a mistake
by the stonemason resulted in the flower
carved being a greater celandine, an
unrelated species. Dog violet is traditionally
a woodland flower and can often be seen
in early March where it breaks out in sunny
or semi-shaded spots. Its relative, the sweet
violet, is often a woodland companion and
has a characteristically perfuse fragrance.
Like the celandine, the violet attracted the
interest of another poet, John Clare, who
composed these words…
And just to say that spring was come,
The violet left its woodland home,
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And, hermit-like, from storms and wind
Sought the best shelter it could find,
‘Neath long grass banks, with feeble flowers
Peeping faintly purple flowers.’

A third wildflower worthy of mention
is the dandelion, named from the French
dent-de-lion in recognition of the liontooth incised leaves. The dandelion has
gathered a host of colloquial and regional
names either relating to its diuretic
qualities, like ‘Jack-piss-in-the-bed’ or its
time-keeping properties, ‘Old man’s clock’.
Shakespeare alluded to the dandelion in
his play Cymbeline: Golden lads and girls all
must, As chimney-sweepers come to dust.
(‘chimney-sweepers’ is the Tudor name for
the seed-head).
Another early flowering plant which
Shakespeare was drawn to is the Primrose.
The bard had noted that because of their
early flowering, many flowers remained
unfertilised – despite the attempt of bees,
unlike those visited by bees which went
on to produce their characteristic sticky
seeds which were spread by insects and
mammals, the unfertilised seemed to fade
much faster. Cruelly, in The Winter’s Tale,
Shakespeare in referring to old maids he
pens the words ‘…..pale Primroses that Dye
unmarried’.
Related to the Primrose is the Cowslip,
which also relies on the early bee for
fertilisation. With a deep ‘throat’ formed
by fused petals, only insects like the bee
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with a long tongue can reach
the nectar at the base of the
flower. Consequently, the pollen
on the stamens at the top of the
flower tube becomes attached
to the mouthparts and base of
the tongue and is transferred to
the stigma to fertilise the ovule
to produce the fruit. Again, Shakespeare’s
apt refrain from The Tempest where he has
Ariel proclaiming: ‘Where the bee sucks,
there suck I: In a cowslip’s bell I lie; It’s a
key turning point in the play, but for us it
shows the bard had more than a passing
acquaintance with the natural world and
the relationship between bees and flowers.
These early-flowering wild plants and
others of their ilk have secured a niche
which has afforded them an evolutionary
advantage, enabling them to set seed
before the growing seasons of others
have even started. This niche requires the
involvement of another agent: insects that
have the capability to pollinate the flowers.
The association between flowering plants
and pollinating insects is estimated to have
evolved around 100 million years ago.
Many insects are plant pollinators,
including butterflies and moths, beetles,
wasps, flies, ants and bugs. However,
probably the most important group of
insects for late winter/early spring flowers
are the bees. The name ‘bee’ is thought
to derive from Old English ‘beo’ meaning
‘buzzer’. Of the 20,000 species across the
world, about 270 species can be found in
the British Isles. The vast majority of these
are the so-called solitary bees. Together
with two species of honeybees, which have
been largely domesticated by beekeepers,
there are about 24 species of bumblebees
that collect pollen and nectar, including six
so-called cuckoo-bumblebees that parasitise
other bumblebee nests by laying eggs
which are reared by the host bee colony.
For once, the naming of these provide
the non-expert observer to identify at least
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some of the bees visiting
flowers. Names include
white-tailed, buff-tailed,
red-tailed, and great yellow.
A typical example and possibly
the most common in this locality
is the buff-tailed bumblebee
which form, at their peak period
of activity, colonies of up to 150 bees,
comprising a queen, workers and drones.
Colonies do not store honey over
winter, so on arrival of the cold weather
the old queen, all drones and workers
die. Only some fertilised adolescent
queens remain alive, having buried
themselves underground in a special state
of hibernation called diapause. Once the
temperatures begin to rise, maybe just for a
day or two, the young queens emerge and
rapidly feed up on nectar.
The new queens also search for a nest
site, typically a rodent hole, a tree or even
long grass, in which eggs are laid, starting
a brand-new colony. The queen feeds its
first brood of larvae with nectar and pollen,
nurturing it to keep them warm and moist.
The larvae pupate and two weeks later
hatch into drones and workers. As the year
progresses the drones, which are males,
gather nectar and pollen to feed the hive of
female worker bees and subsequent broods
of larvae. The queen now remains in the
hive nourished by nectar from the drones.
In late summer the young queens are
produced and leave the hive, together with
the drones that seek out queens to mate
with before dying. The fertilised queens
feed up on nectar and pollen from lateflowering plants and the cycle is complete.
So, in early spring listen out for the first
buzz of the bumblebee, visiting one of the
early flowering plants to use its bee’s knees
with their stiff bristles on which to attach
the pollen. The bumblebee – a bee’s knees
of the insect world.
Chris Brown
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Late winter
pub news
With the current uncertainty over the Covid
situation it is difficult to give meaningful
information about our local pubs. You
can check the state of play by using the
following communication links…
Black Horse Inn
www.theblackhorsechesham.co.uk
Facebook: theblackhorsechesham
01494 784656
Full Moon
www.fullmoonpub.info
Facebook: The-Full-Moon-at-Hawidge
01494 758959
Old Swan
www.theoldswanpub.co.uk
Facebook: theoldswanbucks
01494 837239
White Lion
www.whitelion.pub
Facebook: thelwhitelion
01494 758097
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Art & Craft on show

I

n December, the Thursday Art Group
organised an Art & Craft exhibition in
Cholesbury Village Hall. The sun came
out and so many local people supported
the event, which raised £280 for the
Alzheimer’s Society.
The Art Group displayed a variety of
their work in watercolours, acrylic, pastel
and oils and also on show were model
and jewellery makers, Christmas gifts and
general bric-a-brac.
If you fancy a change of scenery and
would like to join the Thursday Art
Group, whatever your craft, please come
along. Beginners are welcome. The Group
does not have a tutor, but all help and
encourage each other.
To find out more phone 01494 758662,
or just turn up on a Thursday afternoon,
2-4pm, for a warm welcome. Covid safe
always.
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Echor Music…
the story so far
It’s hard to believe that it has been little over a year since Nick, Jonathan and I came
together at the Full Moon to introduce a handful of interested locals to our plans of
creating the Chilterns’ very first professional orchestra. We performed a selection of
classical and folk tunes while people listened intently. I’m not sure how often Vaughan
Williams’ Lark Ascending has been performed at the Full Moon but I’m guessing it is not a
regular occurrence!

A

lthough none of us realised it at
the time, almost exactly a year
later, the three of us came together
again, this time in St. Mary’s Church in
Old Amersham, to perform Echor’s first
official Christmas concert. Many of our
supporters came along to listen as Jonny
and I performed the brilliant Bach Concerto
for two violins along with other baroque
favourites with our orchestra. It was so
wonderful to look out into the audience
and see young kids listening patiently with
their families as well as others all braving
the dreaded pandemic for an hour of
peaceful baroque music. I also enormously
enjoyed being able to relax after the first
half to enjoy a glass of Prosecco and listen
to the wonderful sounds of the David
Gordon Jazz Trio. It’s not often you hear
jazz in a beautiful candlelit church! I very
much hope this marks the first of many
special Echor Christmas concerts and, in
fact, we are already planning the next one!
We are working hard on our plans
for the 22/23 concert season, focusing
our attention on funding and grant
applications so that we can continue to
bring exceptional live performances to our
Chilterns audiences. We celebrated our
charitable status being granted back in
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November and we are now very eager to
begin our outreach and community work,
something that is hugely important to us
as an organisation. We would love to hear
your thoughts and ideas on how you think
we could help people in the community by
bringing music to them directly.
We are also very excited to announce the
launch of ‘Echor Friends’! For anyone who
is interested in being involved with Echor
on a more personal level, this is an exclusive
membership where you will be the first
to hear about our news and get special
discounts to our concerts, as well as having
access to one of our orchestra rehearsals
to see how we go about putting a concert
together! The annual membership costs just
£25 per person or £40 per couple and you
would be directly supporting our charity.
For more details on how to become an
Echor Friend please visit our website www.
echormusic.com.
Lastly, as if embarking on this journey
of founding a brand new professional
orchestra wasn’t challenging enough, to
do so during a pandemic, when music and
arts were at a complete standstill and all
relevant funding seemed to be out of the
question, was borderline impossible. It is
entirely due to the immense belief and
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support of our locals and the enormous
generosity of a couple of music lovers in the
area that we exist today. Thank you to the
growing members of the Echor team who
have joined us along the way and devoted
so much time and effort - you know who
you are!
One thing is certain, Echor is growing
and music will continue to flood the
Chiltern Hills!
Eva Thorarinsdottir
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Be nice….
To riders,
walkers
and cyclists!
Does this say it all?
You can hear the buzz of chat and laughter
as you cross the car park before being
welcomed into the Chiltern Velo Café. It
seems that everyone is ‘being nice’!

W

hen owner, Martin Stone, first
saw the crumbling Rose and
Crown and its sad surroundings,
he drove back and forwards past it a
number of times before getting out of
the car, peering through the tangled
undergrowth and realising there was nearly
an acre of land available. However, it took
six years of patience and persistence for
Martin to get permission to build three
family houses and a community facility…
and the Velo Café was born!
Following the need to get fit, Martin had
started to cycle again and he noticed at a
pub in Henley they were serving coffee and
cake instead of alcohol. This was proving
extremely popular and Martin, along with
others, felt that life was moving away from
the need to drink to a more sensible and
perhaps a more decent society. But it was
still for him a dream which needed to be
turned into reality. A meeting with Rob
Bourne, who lived in Hawridge Lane across
the road from the Café, produced someone
to share this idea and importantly, someone
who had worked with bikes for many years
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and wanted to start a bike shop. Rob now
sells bikes and spares as well as doing muchneeded repairs.
It was Rob who knew Zoe Duckworth
as a neighbour and, having managed two
pubs in the Wycombe area which closed
at the beginning of the pandemic, Zoe
jumped at the idea of running the Velo
Café. She describes the Café as ‘simple but
high quality’ which was extended by the
arrival of Jill Newton – also local – who
agreed to work with Martin and makes and
provides all the cakes and pastries….and
there is a mouth-watering array!
The coffee was discovered at The Cast
Iron Roastery in Chichester where Martin
met two men who had been awarded
‘Barrista of the Year’. This was good
enough for him and the most delicious
coffee ensued. Tea, another ‘local,’ comes
from Chesham.
The Café is open from 8am to 4pm from
Tuesdays to Sundays and includes light
lunches and snacks. The Bike Workshop
is open from 9am to 5pm from Tuesdays
to Fridays and 9am to 1pm. on Saturdays.
Judging by the last few weekends, bikers
from near and far descend en masse and
the café spills out onto the terrace at
the back…it’s almost not big enough!
Fortunately, each group moves on quite
quickly having enjoyed coffee and a cake
- allowing room for others, including
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locals to arrive and take their place. This
really good service is already being much
appreciated. Local residents are very
supportive and the Vicar, Chris Haywood,
is to be seen there with Charlie his dog
- muddy paws and walking boots are
welcomed!
The ten staff are all local, including the
Saturday and Sunday boys and girls who are
queueing up to join! These youngsters are
learning quickly and thoroughly enjoying
the whole experience.
Wifi is free and already the Café has
received 3,000 likes on Instagram. Not bad
for a start up!
The Chiltern Café has formed a rapport
with Hawridge and Cholesbury School and
the first big event was a 5k ride to Buckland
Common with a proportion of the money
raised going to the school. This involvement
is set to continue.
It has been from choice a quiet opening
with no mass publicity but word of mouth
is very strong and judging by the footfall to
date – hugely successful!
We look forward to hearing more from
this truly local enterprise, so watch this
space!
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100 Club
winners
Cholesbury Village Hall
December 2021
£25 Marjorie Brown, Bellingdon
£15 Liz Firth, Buckland Common
£10 Mary Buckle, Cholesbury
January 2022
£15 Peter Windus, Chivery
£15 Nick Butterworth, St Leonards
For membership, please contact
Brigid Farmer on 758715, or email
jandb.farmer@btinternet.com

St Leonards Parish Hall
November 2021
£15 Mrs A Lake, Coppice Farm Park
£15 E Reilly, Buckland Common
December 2021
£50 Freya Joseph, St Leonards
£25 Jim Beshoff, St Leonards
£15 Pauline Hawkes, Buckland Common
£15 Jean Turner, Buckland Common

For membership, please contact
Richard Leat on leatrj@yahoo.co.uk
or 01494 758784.
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CURVACEOUS COOK

Best-ever pancakes
For once I have actually remembered to offer these up on time, rather than thinking of them in
March when too late!
I found this recipe in The Evening Standard in 1973 when I went to London to start my nurse
training and have used it ever since. I have a feeling that it was by Thane Prince, but not certain. I
think I have used it here before, but good enough to do again I hope.
It makes very good pancakes for sweet and savoury use and I used often to make a stack with 4 or 5
different fillings for supper parties. You cut them like a cake…very 1970’s, but absolutely delicious.
They also make great pretend cannelloni.
The trick is in the butter being added to the mix. You never need to grease the pan between
pancakes, and when you have to make as many as I do on Shrove Tuesday, this is a bonus.
140g plain flour
3 large eggs
300ml milk (I always use skimmed as that is all we have, but any will do)
Pinch of salt
30g butter
If you have a stick blender, put everything but the butter in the jug and whizz. Done. If you don’t,
beat eggs into flour and salt and gradually add the milk.
Melt the butter in the pan you are going to use, give it a good swirl, then pour the melted butter
into the mix and stir.
Have your pan pretty hot and dollop a small ladleful at a time, swirling the pan as you do. Once the
base is covered, pour any excess back into the jug.
Cook just long enough for the edges to start to crisp up, flip over and barely cook the other side.
Stack on a plate. I don’t put anything between them, they are fine. In my family I have to have two
pans on the go and I never get a stack, but some people may be more restrained
They freeze beautifully…fat chance…
The Italians use them a lot to wrap around mushrooms in a sauce as a starter, and they sometimes
then deep fry the bundle. I would love to hear what you do with them.
Lulu Stephen: bellingdonm@hotmail.com
Hilltop News
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We welcome all news, letters and
articles which are of general interest and
relevance to the Hilltop Villages. Material
for inclusion in the April/May edition
should be sent to Graham Lincoln or Anne
Butterworth (Church Matters) by 10 March
latest. Please note that photos sent online
must be at least 2,500 x 1,750 pixels in size.
.
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Graham Lincoln 758449
grahamlnc@aol.com
Co-ordinator/Church Matters
Anne Butterworth 758700
anne@churchcottage.uk
Advertising
Ann Horn 758250
annhorn272@gmail.com
Design & Production
Michael Spark 758882
info@michaelspark.com
Distribution
Rosemary Pearce 758334
Printing
Orbit Press, Chesham 01494 778053
info@orbitpress.co.uk
Hilltop News is entirely non-profit making
and is funded by advertising.
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